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CIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND THE NA.TIIRE O]T OBSTDIAN

I. TNTRODUCTION

I was introduced to obsidian during the sunmer of. :.969 as a

laboratory assistant to Dr. I^1.J. Mayer-Oakes ín the Laboratory of An-

thropology at the University of Manitoba. I was assigned the task of

analyzíng litera11y thousands of obsidian artifacts from El Inga and

San Jose, Ecuador. During Èhe sunmer I became familíarízed with the

obsidian hydration dating technique as the laboratory possessed a com-

plete hydration set-up. I becarne enthusiastic about the possibility of

using obsidian in several kinds of archaeological analysis. The pre-

sent paper is an outgrowth of that enthusiasm. I felE that Ëhere was

a genuine need for a synthesis of the obsidian research perforrned to

daÈe to bring attention to the benefíts to archaeology that obsidian

has to offer.

Serious consideration of obsidian by archaeologists began a mere

fifteen years ago" It is only recently that obsidian research has gained

the level of sophistication necessary for it to be recognized as a

valuable aid Èo the profession. There is a great deal r¿hích archaeo-

logÍsts can learn by studying obsidian artifacts. In the following

chapters, I propose to outline the role that obsidian does play now and

can play potentially. The major parE of Ëhe material reviewed in this

paper was gleaned from the archaeological literature, although I have

included data from research in whfch I was dírectly involved" The

followlng chapters will deal wíth, in order: the development and method
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of the obsidian hydratíon dating technique, the techniques of obsidian

source determínation, obsldian sources, distributíon and possíble trade

areas and finally with obsidían technology, experimental archaeology and

a comparison of flaking techniques.

Obsidian is found in a1l of the volcanic regíons of the earth,

from Alaska to Crete, from Peru to Japan, For millenia, obsidían has

provided Man with a very efficíent tool--the sharp edge. Because it is

relatively easy to fashion into a variety of artifacts, iË came to be

prized. Obsidian \¡ras also admired for its aesthetic qualities, in fact,

it became so valuable that it v¡as distributed over great distances,

Obsidian T¡ras a valued commodity ín many prehistoric societies.

As those societies faded out of existence, al1 that was left behind was

parË of their maËerial culture, their hardware, which included obsidian.

ArchaeologisLs study this hardv/are or artifacts hoping to gaín insights

about the societies which produced them. Artifacts outlíne behaviour

patterns and are comparable to congealed hrman actions (Clark 1968:19);

According to Binford (1968) Ëhe archaeologist Ëakes these congealed be-

haviour paËterns and aËtempts to achieve three goals with them: culture

history, culture process and eulËural reconstruction"

Obsidían ís admirably suited to the fulfillment of these goals"

The obsídian hydration dating technique provides a reliable meËhod of

derivíng absolute dates thus achíeving the goal of culture history"

The varíous techniques of source determination have made it possible to

observe the distribution of obsidian through space, i.e" prehistorlc

Èrade patËerns, thus achieving Ëhe goal of culture process" Because



of lts unique fracturing properties, obsidian can be used to anaLyze

the fundamental differences bet\^/een varíous lirhic technologies thus

achieving the third goal of cultural reconstructíon.

II. THE NATURE OF OBSIDIAN

Obsidian is a natural glass which formed as the result of Ëhe slow

cooling of lava at great depfhs and under such pressure that the escape

of the steam and other gases vras greatly impeded (Flett 1954).

Chemic_a1 Properties

Obsidian is largely comPosed of feldspar and quattz and has,

therefore, a very hígh percentage of silica. The materials are basically

the same as those which form granite but the cooling process did not per-

mit crystalÍzation. Obsidian is acidic or ryholitic" This fact and iËs

low water content (less Elnan 17" by volume) helps distinguish it from the

dark, semi-opaque forms of the basic igneous rocks knovm as t.rachyÈie

glasses.

The major chemical constituents of obsidian vary only slightly

from region Ëo region (fatle f). Besídes these major constituents, ob-

sidian contaínS numerous trace elements such aS: barium, strontíumo

zirconium, yttrium, niobium, lanthanu-m, rubídium, lithium, molybdenum,

gallium, vanadium, 1ead, Ein, calcium, iron, magnesium, scandium, cesium,

chromium, nickel, cobalt, copper, sodium, manganese and antimony.

Phvsical Properties

The most comnìon observable color in obsidian is black but ít nay

also be ßrey, red, brown, green or a blend of colors. The color has
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been attrfbutecl to mlcroscopic lncluslons of magnetlte ln varlous

st.ates of oxicllzatlon but under a mlcroscope, obsidlan 1s colorless.

The cryptocrystarllne strucLure of obsldlan caused by the coollng

process makes it extremely homogeneous and contributes to its glassy

lust.re, brlttleness, and conchoidal fracEure. Obsfdian measures about

6 on the Moh scale of hardness, placLng it between slate and chalcedony"

rts speciflc gravity fs betv¡een 2.35 and 2.5 (semenov L964;34) and irs
density is between 2.25 and 2.5 (Sperh L972:52),

I.lithin recent years, researchers have discovered that the outer

surface of obsldlan absorbs atrnospheric water (Ross and smith 1955;

FrLedman 1958). The index of refractlon is higher ln this hydrated layer,

thus naking it visible under a microscope. Thls discovery made the

subsequenÈ development of the obsidian hydration dating technique

possfble.

Obsidlan appears to have the propertfes of a solid, yet it

behaves ln the manner of heavv liqutd (Crabtree 1968). L4ren force is

applfed to obsidian, frfctlonal planes of molecular movement and wave

motl-on create ripples and undulatfons on the surface as well as unex-

plainable microscopfc fissures (Ibid.). These manifesÈatfons of force

are indelibly recordecl on obsldian artlfacts and may provide the key

to analyzine prehistorfc llthfc Èechnlques.



CIIÀPTER II

THE OBSIDIAN HYDRATTON DATING TECTINIQUE

A freshly exposed surface of obsidian r¿i11 constantly take up

water from the atmosphere to form a highly saturated surface 1ayer"

This hydrated layer has a different density and index of refraction

than does the rest of the obsidian. A thin-section of the obsidian

cut at right angles to the surface can easily be prepared and with

the aid of a microscope, the hydraÈed layer can be measured (Fig. 1).

Prehistoric artisans, in the process of shapíng obsidian arti-

facts, exposed fresh (non-hydrated) surfaces" The finished artifacts

were then buried as grave or ceremoníal offerings, discarded or lost in

the refuse of a habítatíon site. If the radiocarbon or dendrochronolo:

gical age of one of these obsidian artifacts is known, then the thick-

ness of any hydrated layer can be measured and by correlation with the

knornrn age, the rate of hydration can be reliabtr-y established"

I{íth the hydration rate determined as accurately as possible,

the most useful applications of obsidian dating in a region can be out-

lined as follor,¡s (t'teighan 1968 z 1073-74)z

1. direct determination of age"

2. range and intensity of occupation period.

3. an independent check of other dating techniques.

4. time range of individual artifact types.
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I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF }IY]]RATION RESEARCH

In the course of a study of volcanic glasses, C.S. Ross and R.L"

Smith (f955: 1071), observed that the naturally formed surfaces on ob-

sidians that they examined had undergone a chemical and physical change

which they called hydration. The water taken up by the obsidian sur-

face had caused an increase in density in this outer layer slíghtly

raisi-ng the index of refraction of Èhe hydrated layer naking it visible

under magnification.

Irving Friedman and Smíth combined forces in 1958 and atËempted

Ëo demonstrate that the hydration process is continuous and that it

occurs at a consLant rate. Clifford Evans and BeËty Meggers supplíed

the archaeological specimens from Mesoamerica for Friedman and Smíth Ëo

work on. It was during this research that the hydration of obsidian

came Ëo be regarded as a possible absolute dating Ëechnique. The ab-

solute date could be expressed in the same Ìray as radiocarbon daËe;

as absolute calendrical date expressed in years BP (before present).

Early in their research, Friedman and Smith became aware Ëhat

hydration rates from several areas in the world \,rere not uniform. They

speculated that Ëhe major factor that ínfluenced this variance \¡Ias

temperature.

Because each of the submitted specimenEs had already been ass-

ígned a calendrical date by one of the other dating methods, Friedman

and Smith could compare the assigned date against the thickness of the

hydration rím expressed in microns. After a few reference dates were

established for each region, a tentative raEe for a given climatic
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zone could be compuEed (¡'ig. 2)" By 1960, they felt Èhey had enough

results to publish. In the same year, Meggers and Evans did an archaeo-

logieal evaluation of the technique. They Èended to favor closer corres-

pondence of hydration dates with those obtained from radiocarbon dating

(p. s23-37> "

In 1959, Donovan Clark, a PhD" candidate at SEanford University

began work on obsidian hydraÈion. He did his research in Central Cali-

fornia seeking to derive a regional hydratíon rate and to refine the

existing Ëechniques" This work culminated in his doctoral dissertation

(196f). He took the same approach as Friedroan and Smith, that obsidian

hydration dating is a technique for obtaining absolute dates. In the

course of his work he collected obsídian artifacts from siÈes in one

region of California. By plotting assocíated radiocarbon dates

agaínst rim thickness, he was able to calculate the hydration rate"

He then undertook a statístical evaluatíon of Èhe technique arríving

at the conclusion thaË there is high reliability with regard to the

assocíation of hydration values with archaeologícal esËimates.

Clark and Evans became associated Ín 1960. They outlined what

seems to be, in retrospect, a rather lofty goal, proposing to:

1. determine the naËure of all possible factors which con-

trol or rnodify rat.es of hydration.

2, classify obsidian artifacts and obsidían rock from natur-

al sources on a world wide basis according to differences in composi-

tion and texture.

3. establish definitive regional rates of hydration from

which absolute dating can be derived"
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4, standarclíze the techniques of the method for routine

in the fields of archaeology and geochronology.

The results \^rere published by the Smithsonían in 1965

which came considerably short of the oríginal goal, in fact,

achieving one of their proposals.

1n

not

a form

The first archaeological hydration laboratory in North America

\.ras started in 1963 at UCLA. Clark operated this laboratory and when

it went into full operation ín L964, Joseph Michels began dating the

453 artifacts whích were used as data for his dissertation. Michels

attempted to "explore and illustrate the uniqueness and versatílity

of this dating techníque in its application to archaeological material,

rather Ëhan directing attention to validatíng iËs capacity for render-

ing absolute calendrical dates along the lines of radiocarbon datingt'

(196s: 15-16) .

Sínce L965, Ëhere seems to have been very little alteration of

the techniques outlined by Michels" The laboratories which began oper-

ation after 1965, such as at Míchigan, Pennsylvania and Manitoba, have

concentrated on Ëhe dating of artifacts. Meanr¡hile, basíc research,

prímarily at UCLA, has shífted toward obsidian chemistry in an attempt

Ëo pínpoint obsidian sources and to discover the factors which affect

hydration rat.es.

]I. THE HYDRATION TECHNIQUE

The technique for selecting, preparing

originally conceived of by Friedman and Smith

and dating specimens r¡¡as

(f960). It was furlher
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developed by Clark and I'flchels at the UCLÂ obsldlan hydraÈlon laborarory

and has been adopted ln that forrn by other hydratlon laboratorfes.

At the Unlversity of llanltobars LaboraCory of Anthropology, Dr.

W.J. Mayer-Oakes establlshed a hydratlon lab which operated from L967

to 1970. lle was seeklng dates for some of the material he had recovered

tn Htghland Ecuador. The procedures utlllzed at the Manitoba lab were

essentLally the same as Èhose outlined by clark (1961) and Michels

(1965). It was during thts perlod, while r¿orkf-ns with Mayer-Oakes,

that I became familfar v¡l-th the obsidian hydratlon technfque.

The cornplete llst of equipment and materfal essential for

hydratlon dating is included l-n Appendix A of Mfchels' dÍssertatlon

(pp, 2LL-L4) and is reproduced here ln Appendix I.

Conplete instructions for preparlng and mounting thfn-sectlons

are lncluded fn Appendlx II so only certain highllghts are noted here.

The specfmens should be numbered and segregated into separat.e envelopes

to preven¡ further accidental retouch the specimens should also be

numbered so that the wedges and specimens can be later maÈched up

wlth a minimum of trouble.

Once the wedges are mounted, an fndivfdual has to determl-ne hfs

or¿n calibratÍon factor before actually startlng t'o measure the width of

hydration ríms. This w111 compensaÈe for any dlscrepancy between ob-

served tl'rlckness and the actual thlckness of the hydratlon rim. A

callbratlon facÈor rnust be deÈermlned for each ocular obJectfve combl-n-

atlon. Michels suggest frequent recalLbratfon. This procedure 1s ouE-

llned on pages 232-233 of Michelst dissertaËfon and fs fncluded as
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Apperrdix III.

The microscope procedure for measuring the wídth of t.he rims is

outlined on pages 16-19 of Clarkrs dissertation and is included here as

my Appendix IV. Ifichels has added one major modífícation Èo this proce-

dure by substítuting polarized light for ordinary 1ight. This brings

the hydratíon rim into maxímum cJ-arity"

]II. FACTORS AFFECTING HYDRATION RATES

Continuing research into hydraÈion dating has concentrated on

the factors affectíng rates of hydration. The existing hydration equa-

tions used to descríbe the process take into account only two indepen-

dent variables, time and temperature. The basic equatÍon, describing

the hydraËion phenomena, appears to be díffusion lavr: D = ktn, where

D equals the thickness of the hydration layer in microns, k ís a constanL,

t is the time in years and n is a variable factor relating Èo Ëempera-

ture (.1. Ericson and R. Berger l97Lz 1). The temperature coeffícient

of obsidían is probably the largest variable and it does seem the eas-

iest one to assess and correct for (Friedman 1969:69).

Some of the other factors which \47ere thought to affect Ëhe rate

of hydration are relative humidity, chemical composition and such mech:

anical factors as burning or abrasion. Friedman and Snith (1960) and

ErÍcson and Berger (1971) have established thaE relative humidity has

little or no affect on the hydration rate. The mechanical factors,

burning and abrasion, do noÈ affect the rate per see they simply des-

troy the hydration layer nakíng it difficult or impossible to measure

it. Friedman and his colleagues contend that the chemical composition
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does have a decided affect on rares. Llkewise, Ericson and Berger

(I972) have concluded that the ratios of Ímportant chemícal constÍtuents

such as silicon to oxygen have decided affects on the rates. They have

also discovered that the specific volume or density may be a factor

t¿hich influences the hydration rate"

The factor which most directly affects the rate of hydration

seems to be temperature. Given the variaEion of temperature geographi-

cally, and through tine, ít is importanË for analysts to establish re-

gional and temporal temperature coefficíents. To this end, climatolo-

gical and paleoclimatological evidence has been gathered so Ëhat the

temperature facEor in the hydration formula is under control.

One factor which indirectly affects obsidían hydration results is

cultural ín nature. This is the míxing of archaeological strata by in-

trusion or artifacË ïe-use. Michels contends that the technique can be

used to test stratigraphy and artifact re-use (19692 T5-22). Thus, he

believes Ëhat hydration dating can be used to straighten out the con-

fusion of disturbed stratigraphy"

Present research by Ericson and Berger under the guidance of

Clement Meighan at UCLA is an attempt to correlate the chemical and

physical properties of obsidian wiËh natural and induced hydration data"

The results of this research should conclusÍvely pínpoint all of the im-

portant facÈors affectíng hydration rates.

IV. EVALUATING THE TECHNIQUE

As was pointed out above, Meggers and

tensive evaluation of the obsidian hydration

Evans (1960) did an ex-

dating technique. They
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concluded that the method had "considerable promise if it is used wíth

appropriate care and understanding of íts present limitations". They

fe1t, l.rith justif icatlon, that there was â large amount of uncertainty

about Ehe geographical rates of hydration. They also voiced fears about

the inability of the hydration technique to deal with the problems of

míxing and re-use. Sínce their study in 1960, researchers such as

Friedman and Srníth, Clark, Michels, Meighan and Ericson and Berger,

have come a long way ín overcoming the problems which face the hydration

Ëechnique. Reliable and accurate regional rates have been established.

The Technique has been very nearly perfected. Thousands of dating oper-

ations have been carried out, in fact, the laboratories at UCLA and

Míchígan are operating on a commercial basis.

In conclusion then, the obsidian hydration dating Eechnigue is

a very reliable method of doing both absoluÈe and relaËive dating. There

are a number of problems r¿hich are inherent in the technique but r,¡hich

are being signíficantly reduced by continuing research. The technique

itself is both rapíd and inexpensive, a sample costing only a third of

what a radiocarbon determination costs. The results have been totally

consistent with those obtained by established dating methods. There is

a growing confidence in the Ëechnique as its problems are solved and as

archaeologists realíze that the lirniÈations are quite minor. The ob-

sidian hydration dating technique is a significant additíon to archaeo-

logical technique and ¡+il1 be widely used in future archaeological pro-

grams. Closely allied r¿ith the research into the factors affecting hy-

dratfon rates ís the program of source determination r¡hich ls beíng

carried ouÈ l-n several part.s of the world. This research and the nature
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of obsidían sources is dealt with in rhe followlng chapter"



Cfu1.PTER III

OBSIDTAN SOURCE DETERI,ÍINÀTION

Artifacts of obsidian have been found in archaeological sites

which are f.ar from any knov¡n source of the material. If such a mater-

íal is used by a community does not occur loca1ly, one must conclude that

it was imported and the possibility exísLs that ít was obtained through

trade with another population. This prospect inËrigues investigators

who are attempting to locate the sources of obsidian artifacts, i.e. to

reconstruct the trade routes in mants economic and social prehistory.

The inplications of such ínvestigations are obvious. Many questions

about the diffusion of culËural traits can be answered and insights in-

to the nature of prehistoric interacËion can be gained" The deËermina-

tion of specífíc sources is based on the premise Èhat Ëhe chemical com-

position of an obsidian from each source is distínctive enough to be

distinguished from other sources" Thus, if the chemical composition of

an obsidian matches closely the chemical composition from a particular

source, iË can be assumed that the material from which the artifact Tras

created was originally derived from that source"

I. TECHNTQUES OF AMLYSIS

There are numerous trace elements present in obsidian which are

found in various proportions. As each source is assumed to possess a

unique raËio of trace elements, the technÍques of analysis that have

been developed are mainly concerned with the detectíon and measurement

of trace elements"
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Physíca1 appearance has limíted applícability in differentiating

obsidians, although such factors as color in transmitced 1ight, fracture,

translucency wíth internal structure and lusÈre may be useful for pre-

liminary analysis (Cann and Renfrew 1964: 114).

Chemical analysis has been used to determine the proportions of

the major constituents of obsidian. The method has been inconclusive as

meaningful differences between areas (sources) with proportions of e1e-

ments falling in very narro!ü ranges are difficult to determine.

The most popular techníques for identifying the trace elements in

obsidian are: optical emission spectroscopy, neuËron activation analy-

sis, X-ray flourescence and gamma ray spectrometry"

Optical Emíssion Spectrometry

Thís technique was used wíth greaL success by Dixon, Cann and

Renfrew (1968) in Èheir study of Neolithic trade routes ín the Mediterr-

anean. The techníque is based on the fact that different elements emit

differenË wave lengths, In addition, quantitative analysis of the ele-

ments present can be made because different concentrations of an element

will enit spectra of different intensiÈies, and those spectra lines can

be compared with samples of known concentration. As many as tr^Ienty ele-

ments can be determined during the course of experimentaÈion withín the

range of 0.0012 to LO% by weight. The heavier elements are more easily

calculated in minute amounts; except for lithiurn, elements of a smaller

atomic number, smaller than magnesium, are generally not effecrively

measured.
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A small sample of obsídian ís ground and njxed wíth an equal

volume of carbon. It is volatized between trqo carbon electrodes. The

emission lines are passed through a prism and reflected on a photographic

plate (Fig. 3). The r¿ave lengths that produce these lines are calculaEed

Ín Angstrom units (Angstrom unit A = 1/1001000 cm.). The blackened lines

on Lhe photograph are then evaluated by a photoelectric device ca1led a

microphotometer.

Cann and Renfrew (L964) confined their analysis to sixteen Èrace

elements in proportíons of 0.00L% to L7." They used a 60 milligram sample

and quantitatively measured barium, strontium, zirconium, yt.trium, niobium,

lanthanum, lithir:m, molybdenum, gallium, lead, rubidium, vanadium, tin,

calcium, iron and manganese. The samples were dívided into groups: the

major ones on the basis of amounts of zirconíum and barir:rn and the sub-

grouPs were distinguished according to anounÈs of niobium and yttrium.

Ranges in composition r4tere found ¡mong sub-groups but the researchers

felt that the ranges beËr^reen sub-groups \.ùere more important than the

ranges within particular sub-groups. On the basis of relative quantiEíes

of elements, artifacts v/ere associated ¡¿ith particular obsidian sources.

Thus, they have postulated on the basis of these relationships, source

areas and trade routes in the region of the eastern Mediterranean.

Neutron Activation Analvsis and Gamma Rav Spectrometrv

The neutron activaLion technique is used by North American ob-

sidian researchers such as J.B" Griffin, A,A. Gordus and G.A, t^Iright of

the University of Ìfichigan, As with optical emission spectrography,

this technique quantitaLively measures trace elements but does not in-

volve any destruction of the materl-al.
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Figure 3. Optical Emissi-on Spectrography

Figure 4. Neutron Activation Analysis
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Neutron activation analysis (Aitken 1960: L66-69); Gordus et al

1968:383-84) involves bombarding a sample with neutrons. After a sample

has been bombarded, the various elements "decay" or give off the extra

neutron in the nucleus, either forming the stable isotopíc form or another

element. Each of the original elements gives of.f. a characÈeristíc

amount of gamma ray energy as it decays. The intensity and number of gamma

rays given off is measured by a gafiuûa ray scintillation spectrometer"

I^Ihen the emitted garrna ray strikes Ehe scintíllation crystal, a

pulse of light with an intensity characteristic of the element is emitted

and picked up by the light sensitive photomultiplier which gives the

líght impulse amplitude. The pulse analyzer transmits amplitudes within

set limits to Lhe ratemeter. A spectrum of original gaÐma ray energies

is plotted in such a v/ay that the posítíon of the peak tells what el-e-

ments are present and the heights of the peaks indicate the concentration

(Fig. 4). Because of the penetrating po\^rers of the neutrons and gamma

rays, the entirs semple will be anaLyzed rather than the mere surface;

The Michigan researchers (Gordus eÈ al 1967 z 34) feel that the

most important facËors in neutron activation analysis are speed and sen-

sitivity. The other important factor is Ëhat relatively large samples

(several cubic inches) are analyzed because of the deep penetration and

high sensitiviËy. Portable neutron activation apparaÈus is now avail-

able, making possible Ëhe analysis of material right ín the field.

X-Rav Flourescent Spectrometr¿

The technique of X-ray flourescence (Fig. 5) has been applied to

Ehe analysis of material tor a number of years (Hall 1"9602 29-35; Aitken
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1961: 161-69). Glass and ceramfc artlfacts are often analyzecl bv this

nethod to verify thelr authenticiEy. The technique lnvolves t¡c lrrad-
laËlon of the artifact wlth X-rays of sufflcient lntensiÈy until the

varLous elements emlÈ x-rays themselves. These x-rays are sorted by

means of a crystal, analoßous to the sorting of vlsÍble lfght by means

of a dlffracÈion grating, and are then evaluated electronically (I./eaver

and Stross 1965:90; Parks and Tl-eh L966: 289-90). The latrer researchers

measure the ratlo of strontium to rubfdium to characterlze sources.

This technlque has the advantage of being rapfd and sensitive. conse-

quently, 1t ls an ideal method for examfnlng a great number of samples

(Attken 1961-:165). unfortunately, it ís not sensitlve enough to dff-
ferentiate between obsidlans of similar composftion.

Fl-ssion Track Dating

obsidian contains small traces of uranium (u zfA¡ which decays

at a s1ow, constant rate. By measurfng the rate of decay, the age of

the obsfdian can be determined. Some obsidl-ans formed from the same

parent material may have been formed thousands or mlllions of years

apart. The technique can pot.entially distlngulsh betr¡een sources that

have very simflar trace element compositlon by determl-nÍng their tfmes

of formation.

The rechnlque (nrttt Ig64z5l-57; Flfescher, er al 1969:

58-61) ls based on the fact that as uranium decays ft reLeases energy

lnÈo the surroundf,ng obsidian creatlng mlcroscopfc "etch pits". Ilydro-

flouric acfd fs used to treaÈ a freshly fracturecl surface. This makes

the etch plts vfslble. The number of plÈs is comparecl efther wlth the
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uranlum content as determlned by chemfcal analysls, or by a seconcl

count of etch pits as the result of lnducecl ffsslon by bombardlng a

fresh surface with a knovm dosage of thermal neutrons. The sample ls

agafn treated with hydroflourlc acld and this new group of etch pits ls

counted.

The naJor dlsadvantage of Ëhis technfque ls that there fs a

very hfgh error factor for recent samples due to the long half-llfe

of uranfum. Reeently formed sources wl-ll have an error factor as

high as ! 251l (Sy¡np L966zL2). Exposure to hfgh temperatures wl1l

cause the track to fade out in a few decades. In some types of ob-

sidian, the etch pits are difficult to dl-scern due to such factors as

exÈreme clarity¡ BâS bubbles and impuriÈies (Ibfd.). Thts technique

has llmited applicabtlity in correlating sources and artifacts but it

does provide a rapid and accurate method of differentiatinq flov¡s

on the basis of their tlme of formatlon.

0f the technf.ques descrlbecl above, optical eml-ssl-on spectros-

copy and neutron activat,ion are the two whlch have been rnost wldely

applled and whfch give the mosÈ satisfactory resulÈs. They have

enabled researchers to posftlvely ldentlfy mosE of the maJor obsidlan

flows in the world. It ls now posslble, ln many cases, to assoclaEe

artifacË obsfdlan r.¡1th fts parent flow. The posslblllty of belng able

to assf¡¡n a source for obsldl-an l-n archaeological sftes has many 1mp11-

catlons for future work, especially where there are varlecl sources

for Ehe materfal (Frlson, et al: 1968:216). The following secElons of

thfs chapter wfll deal wlth sôrne of tlre rnaJor sources of obsidfan 1n

NorÈh ¡lnerlca, sorne of the lar¡¡,er ffnds of obsldian artffacts and sone
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speculation on trade patterns.

II. I'IAJOR SOURCES OT OBSIDIÀN IN NORTH A}IERICA

There are relatively few areas in North America r¿here flor,¡s or

deposits of obsidian occur (Fig. 6). These flows are found in ühe

mountainous areas of Western North America where there has been recent

(withín a million years) volcanic activity. Fragments of obsidian are

often found in deposits created by stream action or other erosive pro-

cesses. Obsidian from flov¡s and from secondary deposits T¡ras an impor-

tant source of raÞT material for prehistoríc man. The most important

areas in North America where obsidían is found are Alaska, Northwest

United States, Northern California and New Mexicoe CenLral Mexico and

Highland GuaEemala.

Alaska

Patton and Miller (1970) have discovered the probable bedrock

source of the artifact obsidian found in Northwestern Alaska at such

sites as Cape Denbeigh (Giddings 1951) and Onion Portage (Griffin, et

af 1969). The deposiÈs are locaEed along Ehe Koyokuk River Valley in

Central Alaska. The sodium-manganese ratio as determined by neutron

activation analysis \¡ras used to characterize the sources.

Northwestern United States

In the Northwestern United States, there are about forty-five

knov¡n sources of obsidian (I^Iright, et al 19692 27). Of this number,

at least sixteen are to be found in Yellowstone Park in I,tryoming, alone.

Some of the more significant finds in the Northwest are: Obsidlan
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et al 1968); Oneida County, Idaho (Ibíd.); Crater Lake and Glass Butte,

Oregon and Millard County, Utah (Wright, et a1 1969).

Northern California and Southwest United States

Considerable quantíties of good qualíty obsidian are found in

Northern California at Glass Mountain, Clear Lake and Mono Lake (Parks

and Tieh 1966). The most important sources in Nevada have been identi-

fied as Montgomery Pass and Massacre Lake (Stevenson, et al f971). The

most notable of the sources in New Mexico is at Sandia River (Ibid.).

Mesoamerica

lulesoamerica has surprisíngly few sources of good quality obsid-

ian. The major regions which were exploited for Lheir obsidian deposiËs

are the Sierra Region of North Central Mexico and the Guatemalan High-

lands. The most important quarries in NorËhern Mexico are Sierra de la

Venta, Jalisco; Síerra de San Andres, Michoacan and Cerro de las Nava-

jas, Hildago (I1eízer, I^lilliams and Graham 1965). Pachuca and Otumba,

near Mexico Cíty, were also important souïces (Stevenson, et al 1971) "

In Guatemala, the area around lxtepeque volcano r{as an impor-

tant source for the entire region (Op.cit. )" This source is the lar-

gest in Mesoamerica and is probably the largest in the world (Heizer,

et al 1965). A source at E1 Chayal was very important duríng Archaic

times but does not seem to have been exploited during Classic or Pre-

Classic tÍmes (Coe and Flannery 1964) 
"
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III. DISTRIBUTION OF OBSIDIÄ,N AND POSSIBLE TRADE AREAS

Obsidian artifacts have been found scattered in sites from a num-

ber of areas in North Ameríca (Fíg" 6). Archaeologists do not concen-

trate on the rare pieces of obsidian whose presence cannot be accounted

for. Rather, they are interested in those sites where obsidian is a

widespread lithíc material" Of course, they are most inLerested in

those sites r'¡here obsidian is common, but also exoLic to the area. Thuso

when substantial amounts of any exotic material, inclucling obsidian,

appear in sites the archaeologist can infer that some sort of inÈerac-

Lion ís takíng place. He seeks Èo understand the naLure of this ínter-

acËion hoping to gain insights into cultural processes" Sites contain-

ing obsidian are usually found close Lo sources but in a few cases the

distance between site and source involves several hundred miles, Areas

where sites contaíning obsidian artifacÈs have been found are Alaska,

Northr¿esË United States, California and the SouthwesË, the Midwest and

Mesoamerica.

Alaska

The obsídian from the rnulti-component sites ín l^lestern Alaska

at Cape Denbeigh and Onion PorLage has been positively identified as

coming from the Koyukuk River Valley in Central Alaskae several hun*

dred miles a\^ray (Patton and Miller 1970). In the straLíf ied Onion Por-

tage site, the abundance or lack of obsidían in various cultural lay-

ers may reflect the ebb and flow of coastal-orÍent.ed and inland-

oríented cultures along the Kobuk Valley (p, 76L),
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Nortltvest Unífecl Stafes and Canada

Prehistoric sites have been found close Lo sources in the North-

\^/esL. Veratic Rockshelter in Idaho (LlrÍght eL al 1969) contains obsíd-

ian from a source in Yellowstone Park" This may or may not indicate

trade was t.aking place as the distances involved are not great. Sites

in the Powder River area oÍ. I,fontana and Wyoming (Frison et al 1968)

contain obsidian derived from that area. Sporadic finds of obsidian

occur in southern Alberta, Saskatcher¿an and Manitoba, suggesting some

form of interaction since the closest source ís ín Yellowstone Park.

ïnterestingly enough, the cultures of the Northwest, Coast and

Plateau made relatively little use of obsidian although it could be

readily obtained close by. They seemed to prefer bone and flint for

tools and weapons (willey 1966).

California and the Southwest

Many of Ehe major archaeological sites in California containing

obsidian are located near such sources as Glass Mountain, Clear Lake

and Mono Lake. The Borax Lake site (Meíghan and llaynes 1970), which

is located near Clear Lake, contains an Early Man complex. The Mammoth

Junction site (Michels 1969) is close to Mono Lake. Heizer and his

associates (f965) have demonstrated that some trade in obsidian T¡/as

Caking place from the Glass Mountain source to areas in the San Fran-

cisco Bay and Lower Sacremento Valley region but even so, the distance

ínvolved ís only about fifty to a hundred miles.
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Midwest Unit_ed States - I.lopewell

The source of the obsidian found in the MidwesE Hopewell sites

has been a topic of interest for a good nany years. Some researchers,

because of claimed Mesoamerican cultural affiníties, have believed in

a Mexican or Californian source (Holrnes f910) while others have insisted

on the source being in Yellowstone Park. Griffin and his colleagues

(1969) at the University of Míchigan have positively identified the

source of the Hopewell obsidian as Obsidian Cliff and one other source

in Yellowstone Park"

The Hopewell followed Ëhe Adena people into Ëhe southern Ohio

region and represent a continuation of the basic pattern of Adena life"

The Hopewell culture spread from central and souËhern Illinois to

southern Indiana and Ohio, to lufiehigan, Ilisconsin, Iowa and Missouri"

The díffusing elements \{ere primarily assocíated with burial ritual"

They buitt extensive earthworks in which burials were often placed"

These people placed an elaborate store of ímplements and ornaments, of-

ten made of obsidian, with the dead. This is regarded as one of the

distinctive features of the Hopewell phase. ThaÈ obsidian played a

substantíal role in Hopewell life is made evÍdent by the numerous caches

of both worked and unworked obsidían that have been discovered. The

Hopervell used high quality flinÈ and obsídian to fashion such artifacts

as projectile points, flake knives and finely chipped blades" Obsidían

had great ceremonial significance to the Hopewell and they obviously

tùent to great lengths to obtain it"

The }Iopewell had a far-f1ung network of trading relationbhips"

One of the hallmarks of most Hopewell Ëraits is the emphasis on exotic
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rau/ materials which were either manufactured into a variety of objecEs

or left deliberately unmodified" One of the most notable features of

the decline and disappearance of Hopewell culLure was the breakdor,m of

this system of rrade in exotic raw materials (lVittey 19662 280).

The exact mechanism of the Hopewell trading net\tork ís poorly

understood, but both Caldr'¡ell (1964) and Struever (1964) postulate that

the Hopewell were involved in an "interaction sphere", involvi-ng a num-

ber of other prehistoric groups" This interaction took the form of river-

line communication or intercourse which pernitted the geographíca1ly se-

parated groups involved ín the "sphere" to share an assemblage of im-

ported ra\^/ materials and artifaet styles. l"fainly ideas and unfinished

goods moved within this network. Obsídian was obtained in the Yellow-

stone region and Ëhrough a sequence of Ërading relationships, ít was

spread throughouË the Hopewell culËure area. It ís interesÈing to note

that the use of obsdiian in the Midwest is strictly linited to the Hope-

well period (Griffin 1965: I49) "

Mesoamerica

Virtually every archaeologieal site ín Mesoamerica has been

found to contain obsidian as part of iLs liËhic inventory. As Kidder

(1947) states, obsidian has been found in sites from Orosi, Costa Rica

in the south, to Guasave, Sinaloa in the north and from the Carribean

to the Pacific. The time range for the use of obsidian in Mesoamerica

is also quite extensive, from Archaic times (about 3500 B.C.) to the

present day.
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Most people associate obsidÍan in Mesoamerlca wiEh the longu pris-

matic blades and polyhedral cores so conmon throughout Mexico and Guate-

ma1a. The tool inventory ís actually much broader than this. Both Coe

(1964) and MacNeish (1967) describe an inventory of preceramíc artifacts

dating from Archaic and Preformative times which include: stemmed pro-

jectile points, unifacial knives, leaf-shaped knives, ovoid bifacial

scrapers, discoidal scrapers, choppers and flake tools. Blade making

Èechnology made íts first appearance in Míddle Tormative tímes, abouË

2000 B.c.

Later sj-tes rarely contain obsidian artifacts \rith addítíonal

shaping. Most of the artifacts encountered are unaltered blades" The

predominance of blades is probably due Ëo the effectiveness of their un-

altered, :razor-sharp edges (tr{oodbury 1965). Hence, blades have generally

characterízed the almost universal Mesoamerican use of obsidian" It \.ras

Ëhe prisinatic blade of obsídian ín usage by the Aztecs which so im-

pressed the Spanish Conquistadores

In the Tehuacan Val1ey, MacNeísh (1967) has traced the develop-

ment of blade making technology and he has established cultural horizons

using blade and core types as markers. He believes further study hrill

establish obsidian blades as horizon markers throughout all of Meso-

america.

Exquisitely chipped knÍves are widely distributed in Mesoamerica.

Since they are found in ritual deposits and seldom show dulling fronn

use, the belief that they served as knives for human sacrífice is not

unreasonable (9p.:git. ) .
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Obsidian used in I'lexíco and particularly ln the Va1ley of Mexico,

was obtaÍned from a number of sources which were relatively close, such

as Sierra de 1a Venta, Sierra de San Andres, Cerro de las Navajas, Pachuca

and Otumba. Cerro de las Navajas has been known from Archaic times and

was extensively quarried for many hundreds of years " There are extensive

obsidian workíng areas in a number of Mexícan sites but the greatest

amount of obsidian working debrís occurs in Classic and Post Classic sites

such as Teotihuacan.

Of great interest ís the presence of considerable quantities of

obsidian ín Classic Maya lowland sites. Tlake blades are abundant every-

v¡here. Housemound excavation data indícates that there is no area where

flint served alone in the production of cutting tools" In light of the

fact that there is not one source of obsídian in the entíre 1ow1-and Maya

area, obsidian seems to have been needed, at the very least, to supple-

ment flint tool complexes and was irnporËed ever5rwhere in quantíty (Rathje

L}TL). Both green and black obsidían was imported ínto the lowland area;

the black variety doubÈlessly came from the Guatemalan sources such as

Ixtepeque (f.id¿er 1947). The green obsitlian found at Tikal, Copano Uaxac-

tun, Zacualpa, Píedras Negras and San Jose, Ëo name a few, has been posí-

Ëíve1y identífied as originating from the Pachuca source in the Valley of

Mexico. Green obsídian ís abundanÈ in all the ruins in the northern

Yucatan Peninsula so Ëhere must have been a heavy trade (Ibid.)" Even

in the Valley of Mexico, green obsidian \.ras principally used for well-

made implements and for the high quality flake-blades; in Guatemala,

the material seems to have been restricted entirely to manufacturÍng

such objects, an added indication that it was a highly valued import.
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The heavy obsidian trade from the Vall-ey of ìlexico to the Maya

lowlands has been linked by Spence (1967) to the rapld expansion of the

Classic Teotihuacan obsldian industry. He attributes thís expansion to

an íncreasing demand by the growing populatíon of the ciEy and the in-

creasing trade demands to the south. Both the Maya and Mexicans had

well developed tradíng systems directly controlled by their bureaucratic

state organízations. Although the lvlaya had ports-of-trade, t\Àro cities in

the Maya domaín may have been controlled from Teotihuacan, namely, Kamin-

aljuyu and Tikal. These trÀ7o outposts probably served as dístribution

centres for goods imported from Èhe Valley of Teotihuacan. ürhether ob-

sidian was imported as rar^r maËerj-al or as fínished goods is not known"

The mechanism of the trading netvrork is not fully understood but long

distance trade was probably in the hands of specialists knov¡n in Aztec

tjmes as "pochteca" (sanders and. Price 1968) " rn this way, obsidian

from the Valley of Mexico spread throughout the Maya lowlands. With the

collapse of the Classic cÍvilizations in Mexíco and Yucatan, this trad-

ing network disintegrated, although the Aztecs carried on a cerËain

amounË of Ërade in later tímes i.e. cocoa route (vaillant Lg66)

Obsidian, other than the green variety, \ras never ímported ínto

the Guatemalan highlands in great quantity as there \^/ere extensive de-

posits nearby. Unaltered obsidian flake-blades \,rere the most common

stone implements of the Guatemalan híghlands (Kidder L947).

Obsidian was in continuous usage all over Mesoamerica for thou-

sands of years. Through time, the blade making industry became very

sophistícated and the demand for this excellent cuttÍ-ng edge caused

obsidian to be in demand as an import. Aside from its uLiliÈarlan
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propertfes' obsldlan r¿as also appreciated for lEs aestheÈfc qualftles.

rts color ancl lustre made it popular for Jewellry and decoratlon,

rlvalllng Jade 1n lmportance. The obsldian mfrrors of the Aztecs were

as beauÈfful as those produced by the Egyptlans. But it was t,he razor-

sharp edge whlch malntained obsfdl,anrs popularfty. Âlthough the

technlques of bl-ade-makfng have been recorded historically and observed

ethnographically, there fs consfderable interest among prehfstorlans as

to the development of lithfc technology 1n Mesoamerlca and indeed,

every,rhere. In Ltght of the fact that percusslon flaklng was through-

out prehistory the predomfnant forn of stone-working, 1t fs lnteresting

to observe the Mesoamerfcan phenomenon of blade productlon by pressure

flakfng. rn the following chapter percussion-flaktng and pressure-

flaking es they relate to obsidian will be dfscussed. rÈ is hypothe-

sized that there are techniques of analysts by which artifacts produced

by these methods can be dffferentiated.



CI{APTER IV

OBSIDIAN TECHNOLOGY

There is currently an interest ín stone-flaking technology and

consequently, in rvorked obsidian. Because of its glass-1ike compositíon,

obsidian provides possíbiliÈies for Ëhe observatíon of scar phenomena

resulËing from stone-working activities not usually observable in flint

or other materials. This observational clarity is contributing to the

development of formal procedures for investigating flaking technology

(Anon. L967).

I. EXPERIMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY

The interest in technology has become closely associated with

whaE is now called, "experimenÈal archaeology". By careful ímitative

experiments and observation of the results, archaeologisËs are attempt-

ing to derive direcl inferences about prehistoric human activities.

The execution of an imitative experiment Ínvolves simulaEing Èhat v¡hích

is believed to have happened in the past in order to test the reason-

ableness of that belief (Ascher 1961). The basis of ímitatÍve experÍ-

ments is taken from two general propositions: the first that all cul-

tural behaviour is patËerned. This propositíon forms the basis for

the concept of ethnographíc analogy" The other proposition is that,

artifacts produced from the same scheme exhibit similarities whicl'r per-

mit their dÍvísion into groups r^'hich reflect those schemes. This pro-

posiËion constitutes an implicit Lheoretical and methodological base
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for the execution of imltative experíments

Àscher (196f) sunmarízes the process

experiment as follov¡s:

(rtia.¡.

of performing an imitative

1. converting Ehe limited workíng hypothesis into a verifiable

form by setting up an experíment

2. selecting the experimental material-s

3. operating with the objective [ttt material] and

effective materíal Itoofs]
4. observing the results of the experiment

5. interpreting the results of the experiment as an inference"

Thus, as Bonníchsen (1968) neatly puÈs it, "the emphasis of the

experÍmental approach is Èo move out of the realm of speculaËion into

the more productive area of testing hypotheses Ëhrough experimentationrr.

Practical experimentation has dernonstrated that it is possible

to prod.uce the same type of artifact by several different technological

procedures" The standard course of action for Èhe modern experiment,er

is to conduct a series of experíments to replicate aboriginal stone

too1s. After the experimenter has reduced the undesírab1e elements,

such as lack of expertíse, he is often able to demonstrate one or more

techniques or formulas by which an aboriginal tool type can be repli-

cated (cf. Crabtree). This reconstruction is possÍble in many cases

since the kind of lithic materials chosen by aboriginal peoples has an

isotropic or plastic nature (especíally obsidian) rvhich records in the

material's morphology the kind of force delivered (Ibid.)" In essence

thís means lhat artifacts of certain materials preserve characteristlcs

of the technology used to prorluce them. This is particularly Èrue of
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obsidian wirich, because of ics unique fract.uríng properties, preserves

a very accurate record of the lithic manufacturing techniques applied to

ír.

A leader in the research in lithic technology applied to obsidian

ís Don Crabtree of Idaho State UniversiÈy, who ís adepE at replicatlng

many types of aboriginal sËone tools. 0f particular interest to me is

his work in replicating Mesoamerican polyhedral cores and prismatic

blades of obsidían (1968). He has demonstrated that specific kinds of

controlled flaking techniques produce predictable results. Crabtreels

experíments have obvious implications for students of Mesoamerican cul-

ture but also for those r^rho are interested in the nature of stone frac-

Ëure. He has demonstratecl beyond any reasonable doubt that the ímpulsive

pressure flaking Ëechnique is the only method by which the long prismatic

blades, so cofirmon in Mesoamerica, could have been prodr:ced. This provides

graphic confirmaËion of the historical and ethnographic accounts of the

production of blades. Research into dÍfferential blade morphology has

provided MacNeish (L967) with a series of cultural horizon markers ín

the Tehuacan Valley" This research also lead to the observaËion that

definite changes in stone-working techniques took place in the Valley

through time.

II. PERCUSSION VS. PRESSIJR-E - COMPARATIVE LITHIC TECHNOLOGY

As an illustration of the application of imitative experiments

and their relevance to líthic analysis, I propose to díscuss some re-

search Èhat I conducted at the Laboratory of Anthropology of the Uni-

versi-Èy of Manitoba ín 1970, This involved the analysis of Ewo groups
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of experimentally produced obstclian flakes. Two baslc kincls of llthlc
technology were represented tn the samples; percusslon flaklnq (r,tgs.

B and 9) and pressure flaklns (rfg. 10) dlvided on the basfs of rhe dur-

atlon of applied force. The purpose of the analysís was Èo ¿etermlne

ff there were observable attrlbutes whlch were <lfagnostic of either

technique. In ef fect, thls \^ras an attempt to compare percussion

flaklng and pr'essure flakfng through analyzfng flakes produced by each

technique.

The tr¡o groups of flakes had been produced by crabtree from

obsidlan cores of approxlmately equal compositf.on. The direct per-

cusslon sample fncluded 17 flakes. The pressure sample,.15 flakes

(Table II and III). The percusslon fl-akes had been produced by dlrect

hard-ha¡nmer percusslon wfth the base of the core supported against a

stump; the pressure flakes by appl-ying impulsÍve pressure wl-th a copper-

tlpped chesÈ punch (Fig. l0). The core ln thls case was a machine-

sawn rectangular block wlth surface preparation. These two samples,

although smallr rltere expected to reflect any maJor dlfferences that

arose due Èo the appllcatf.on of the trvo flaklng technlques. Drawfngs

of the flakes are included in Appendix VI.

The flakes were studled under a binocular mfcroscope at from

6-50 power uslng both polarlzing and ordinary light sources. I,flcro-

norphol-o¡31cal attributes observed were ripple marks, grooved sfiatter

l-{nes and bulbar scars (Mayer-Oakes 1966, Àppen<lix v). Ti¡ese features

$rere the ones r^rhich were best suited for analysls because of the

ease wfth whlch they could be observed and measured. various
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AMLYSIS OF BLADE-LIKE FLAKE GROSS MORPHOLOGY
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measurements and observations \^Jere recorded and the resulting data

assessed to determine if there r'rere any significant correlations be-

tween the observed attributes" The patterns and associations l¡Iere mea-

sured qualitatively, or comparatively, in terms of recurrence and assoc-

iation. The flakes rrere studied with the aím of discovering patËerns of

features, recurrence of features and associations of features. The

features examined r^rere gross morphology, bulbar scars, ripple marks

and grooved shatter lines.

Gross Morphologv

During my analysis of the flakes, iÈ became ínnnediately apparent

that the tv/o groups could be easily separated on the basis of gross mor-

phology alone (Appendix VI). The pressure-produced blades Tilere long and

narrov/ with an average length-to-width raËio of 8.9 to 1. They were also

very regular in form, having parallel edges and smooth, faintly undulat-

ing ventral surfaces (fa¡te ff). They were also uniformly prismaËic in

cross-sec tion.

0n the oËher hand, the blade-like flakes produced by percussion

\¡rere very irregular in size, shape and form. They were much shorter in

relatÍon Ëo their widths with an average length-to-width ratio of 3"4

to 1. The edges of the flakes \¡rere irregular in outline and the ventral

surfaces rough and undulating (Table III) 
"

Although these observations are useful in separating these Ë\47o

groups of unreworked artifacts, they generally prove useless in analyz-

ing flakes whose original form has been altered by accidental breakage

or deliberate retouching. Consequently, other aÈtributes which remain
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after alteration must be used to study reworlced flakes" The key attrl-

butes for the analysis of reruorked flakes are those which are not likely

to be altered by retouch. They are likely to be intrinsíc to the very

nature of the ralü material involved. Obsidian exhibits some unique and

persistent properties under various fracture-producing conditi-ons. As

was mentioned above, these properties manifest themselves in an indelíb1e

record on the artifact. Some of the more general observations concerning

the record preserved in obsidian artifacÈs noted by Morgan (1967) and

Crabtree (1968) previously ínclude the following: artifacts produced by

direct percussion had large platforms, pronounced bulbs of force, plat-

forms often crushed by impact, rrumerous strong undulations on the inner

facet and an irregular flake outline. Artifacts produced by pressure

flaking had smaller platforms, less pronounced bulbs of force, platform

preparation, regular blade outline and weak undulations on the í-nner

facet (Appendix VI)" Of these observations, those regarding general

shape and form \¡/ere considered useless in Èhe analysis of rer¿orked flakes.

Of the remainíng general observations, the undulations or ripple marks

on the inner facet are the only ones useful in the analysis of reworked

artifacts as those dealing with platforms and bulbs were eliminated

because they were often alrered during rervork"

As the number and intensity of ripple marks was besË observed

v¡ith the aid of a mícroscope, they were included with the other micro-

morphological attribute systems, bulbar scars and grooved shatter lines.

These three attributes \üere deemed the most useful in the analysis of

reworked obsidian artifacts (Tables rV and V).
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Bulbar Scars

Although bulbar scars are usually readily apparenL with the naked

eye, they are sometinres only a millimeter ín width and must be examined

\^/ith a microscope to determine if they are indeed bulbar scars. As they

are quite complex, often having theír ov¿n internal arrangement of rípple

marks and shatter lines, they are regarded as a system (Mayer-Oakes 1966)

No attempt \,ras made to assess the cause of the great variation in size,

shape and internal complexity of bulbar scars as thís seemed directly

related to the physics of force applícation. The factor of greatest re-

levance concerning bulbar scars and their relationship with flaking tech-

niques turned out Ëo be simply presence or absence. Bulbar scars appear

only on flakes produced by percussion flakíng (Semenov L964, Morgan L967,

Crabtree 1968 and Mayer-Oakes n.d.)" I found that none of the pressure-

produced blades in my sample possessed a feature which could be classi-

fied as a true bulbar scar, although only abou t 647" of the percussion-

produced flakes had bulbar scars. The other 36% lnad no bulbar scars,

often due to platform collapse or hinge fractures. 0n this basis, it

would seem that the presence of a bulbar scar probably índicates ínitial

productíon by percussion flaking.

Ripple Marks

These undulations on the inner facets of flakes can be related

to the type of force applied. They vary greatly in frequency and in-

Èensity. I found this variation to be a manifestation of the inÈensity

and duration of the force applied (Appendix V). The more rapid and 1n-

tense the application of force, the more rapid the elasÈic oscillatlon
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of the obsídian and the more frequent and intense the "wave" frequency.

Observi.ng tlìe t\'/o samples verífied thís. The rippJ.e marks on flakes

produced by percussion are pronounced and frequent, whereas those on

blades produced by pressure flaking are weakly developed and are vir-

tua11y immeasurable.

I found it more profitable to express the intensity and number of

ripples in qualitative terms rather than ín absolute measurements as,

especially in Èhe case of ripple amplitude, they r^/ere very difficult to

measure. Thus, the relaËive number and intensity of ripples in the two

samples was determíned (tables IV and V). Some individual flakes exhibit

considerable variation over their ventral surfaces but in general, flakes

wiËh faintly undulating ventral surfaces (lveak and infrequent ripples)

were produced by pressure flaking and those ivith intense and frequent

ripple marks are the products of percussion flaking. In cases of incom-

plete or altered artifacts, the part of the flake which remains may not

be representative of the entire flake.

Grooved Shatter Lines

Grooved shatter lines (fie.7)are felt to be the most profitable

area for intensive research of lithic technology (Crabrree 1968,

Bonníchsen 1968, Mayer-Oakes n.d.). The fact that they dentonstrate a

great deal of patterned variation makes them amenable to comparative

sÈudies. For example, Crabtree (1968) feels that when the phenomenan

of these flssures 1s sLudied and unclerstood, it w111 provide a means of

determining the dlfference between percussion ancl pressure flaklng. A

good deal of the dlfficulty fn studying GSLs sterrs fron the fact tl'rat
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l1ttle is un<lerstood about the processes whlch create them. The ftrst
attempt to explain them was by lfcCurdy (f900) who stated that GSLs rep-

resent multltudfnous planes of fracture parallel to one another, pene-

tratfng, on the one hand, the core and, on the other, the flake, prob-

ably at rlght angles to their common srrrface of fracture. Thls is an

accurate description but 1t falls short of explafnfnc thelr formation.

Unfortunatelv, llttle research has been carrled out which atternpts to

explain the formation of GSLs.

There were certain patterned regularftles among grooved shatter

lines. Although they may not be dfrectly related to the tvpe of force

applted, they do have definite relationships with other features and

attrÍbute systems for whlch a mode of productlon has been det.ermfned.

Mayer-Oakes (n.d.) discusses t\ro types of patternfng: Èhe overall

patterning of groups of lines, and the variaÈions of individual ltnes

in plaln vlew.

In most cases, Èhe variatlon in fndivfdual grooved shatter lines

ruas directly relatecl to the overall csl pattern (r1B.ll-). Á, speclf fc

type of GSL was often assoclatecl wlth a specfffc GSL overall pattern.

Therefore, r felt Justffled in concentratfng mv research efforts on

overall GSL patternfng whfch r¿as much slmpler to evaluate. The indt-
vldual GSL patterns may be a good meÈhod of determining technology but

thls rulll requfre further research.

Ïn general, I found ÈhaË thcre ls a relatfonship between flake

outlfne ancl the CSL pattern but tlrls relaÈlonslrlp fs by no neans unl--

versal as fndfvicJual flalces often possessed more tlran one type of
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over&ll pattern. The signlficant GSL patterns observed in the two

samples were: bulbar radiating, fan-shaped, acute angled parallel-

short, acute angled para1lel-long and distal radiating (flg. 11).

The bulbar radiating GSL pattern is found on or just below the

bulb of force. These GSLs are generally short and radiate from the point

of force application. They are infrequent in both samples, and thus

their presence could not be used to discriminate the flakíng Èypes.

Fan-shaped GSL paËterns tend to be directly related to edge

írregularity (curvature) and strong surface undulations (ripples).

Inner facet undulations in the form of strong ripple marks and edge

irregularity are conìmon features of the bl-ade-like flakes. Unfortunately,

this pattern \^/as not a universal feature of percussion-produced flakes

(only about seventy-six per cent had fan-shaped GSLs). At Ëhe same

time, about tvrenty-seven per cent of Lhe pressure-produced blades al-so

possessed fan-shaped GSLs (Table IV). The most posiLive statement thaË

one can make concerníng the appearance of this Ëype of GSL is that Ëhere

is a good chance that the flake was origínally írregular in shape and/or

strongly rippled" In other words, the fan-shaped GSL pattern is a poor

índicator of the percussíon flaking technique.

The two types of acuËe angled GSL patterns were also found on

both types of flakes in direct association wiËh edge and surface regu-

larity. Most \,/ere associated \^rith l-ong, paral1el edges. The shorter

variatíon of this pattern, extending less than k of the \ray across the

flake, is almost exclusively limited to the very regular but Ëhick

blades (more than 3 to 4 mm. in thickness) r¡ith high edge angles. The

long variat.ion, extending more than L+ of the uTay across the flake, is
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found on blades wl'rich are regular in shape but thin (less than 3 to 4

mm) with 1ow edge angles. On blades, the GSLs are evenly spaced and

all tend to be of approximately the same length, usually persisting

most of the length of one edge. Howevero on blade-1ike flakes, the

pattern rarely persists for any distance and is often irregular in

length and intermittent in occurence. Thís pattern does not appear

with any kínd of regularity, even on blades, being absent on some and

present on others. The fact that GSLs sometimes appear only on one edge

of blades may be an operator induced variant or a function of blade

thickness. tr^Ihen they do appear, they are always on the edge wíth the

lor+est edge angle. The relationship of thís paLtern to edge and sur-

face regularíty seems to be direct, ie" it is found only with straight

edges and relatively smooÈh ventral surfaces" Thuso an obsidian arti-

fact that has been alËered sg that the original edge and ventral surface

are no longer discernible, which possesses an irregular GSL pattern, it

is safe to assume that the edge and/or the ventral surface was irregular.

Further statements about technology need Èo be supported.

Distal radiating GSLs were rarely encountered and they were found

to be present in both samples, associated with a thin, jagged distal

area. Their low frequency and presence in both samples negates their

usefulness in technological reconsEruction"

Conclus ions

I have outlined Ehe following features as being the most valuable

in assessing obsidian lithic technology:

1. gross morphology



532, bulbar scars

3. ripple marks

4. grooved shatter 1ínes

To test this hypothesis, I examined the significance of these

features correlated with each other and the technology represented"

The correlatíons Lrere tested by using Chi-square in the form of a 2 X 2

contingency table. Yates correction factor lras not applied because

tr^ro separate populaËíons of flakes are represenLed" The Chi-square

formula is:

t
^ -s-

"L
(o - E)2

E

Inlhere O = observed frequency

E = expected frequency

The contingency table is set up as foll-or¡s:

X Y Totals

Group 1 a c e

Group 2 b d f.

Totals g h k
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The Chi-square calculation applied to the contingency table ís:

x2=(bc-a¿)2r
efgh

The four correlations examined were:

l. bulbar scars with percussion produced blade-like flakes (BLFs)

2" large and frequent ripple marks with irregularly shaped flakes

3. acute angled GSL pattern with long, straight edges

4. fan-shaped GSL pattern with edge curvature and strong

ventral undulation íe. percussion-produced BLFs.

The calculations vrere as follows:

1.

Bulbar
Scar

No bul-
bar scar

Total

Blades 0 15 15

BLFs 11 6 L7

Total 11 2T 32

,2 = q11.15 - o;ø>2.t2

15. 17 . 11. 21

= 871200
58905

= 14,g

Checking this value for X2 ut one degree of freedom on a table of Chi-

square, it was found that the value obtained was significant at greater

than the .001 level. This indlcates that the correlation hypothesized
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is highly signíficant, 1e. that presence of a bulbar scar indícates

the flake was produced by percussion.

,

Regular
Flakes

Irregular
Flakes To tals

Large, frequent
ripples 0 L1 11

Low, infrequent
rípples L7 0 L7

Totals L7 11 28

X2 = (11.t1)2 zg

11.17,17.11

= 979L32
3l1ãF-

=29
)This X- value was also significant aÈ greater than the .001 level"

Thís índicates that the correlation of large, frequent rípples with írreg-

ular flakes and low, infrequent ripples with regular flakes is highly

significant. As all of the irregular flakes were produced by percussion

and most of the regular flakes by pressure, the ripple marks are a good

índícator of technology.

3.

Long, straíght.
edges

Not long,
straight edges

Total

Acute angle GSt
pat tern t5 6 21

Other GSL pattern 4 13 T7

Total 19 19 3B



x2 = (4.6 - r5.r:)2 :e

2r"17.19.19

= 1111158
n88n

= 8.6
)This X- value is significant at the .01 level. This indicates that

there is a significant correlation between long, straighL edges on a

flake and the acute angled GSL pattern. Thus, this pattern is a fairly

strong indicator of pressure flaking.

4"

Blades BLFs Total

Fan-shaped GSL
paLtern 4 13 L7

Other GSL patËern L4 6 20

To ta1 1B l9 37

ttx' = (L4.13 _ 6.4)' 37
17 . 20.13 J9

= 923668
116280

= 7.9
)

The X" value is significant at the .01 level. There is a sig-

nificant correlation between the fan-shaped GSL pattern and blade-like

flakes (BLFs).

Therefore, ín the sample of experimentally produced flakes rhaE

I examined, the presence of certain features proved Ëo be high level

indicators of the technology employed in flake manufacture. hlhile it

would be unwise Ëo extrapolate these results to the analysis of liÈhíc

56



artifacts, especially to non-obsídian

more research, this superficial study

research can take.

artffacts wlthout a great deal 57

does point out the directj-on that

Speth (1972) makes the point that further research into the tech-

nological aspects of flake productíon should lead to a signíficant reduc-

tion in the total number of attributes needed to quantify technological

variability, and to the replacement of dozens of arbitrarily chosen and

redundant measurements presenLly in vogue wíth a considerably smaller

number of attributes carefully selected on the basis of sound theoreËícal

principles.
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SIÌ'{ìYÂRY ANTJ CONCLUS IONS

Obsldfan 1s probably the most versatfle material available

to the archaeologÍsË because ft can be used for dating, tracln¡¡ material
sources and for detafled technolo¿¡ícal analysls. ArtlfacÈs can be

dated using the obsidian hydratfon dating technfque so that, site and

regfonal chronologl-es can be determined. The hydration technique ls
accurâte, lnexpensive and easy to perform. There are still some

quesÈions to be answered about the determination of hydration rates

partfeularlly from reconstructed paleoclimatological evidence. Another

problem being studied deals with the factors which lnfluence rates

such as chemical composf.tion. These problems are being intensively
investfgated and it Ís hoped they rvtll be surmountecl fn the near

future. Once thls task 1s achieved the technlque ruill be establfshed

as one of the most important absolute datfng tools available to Èhe

archaeologlst.

Analysls of the trace elernents in obsfdian usLng neutron

activatfon or spectroscopic technfques provldes a means whereby

obsldian artlfacts can be linked to thelr ultlmate sources. In this
Ìday the sources of the mfdwestern llopewell obsicllan were traced baclr

to Yellowstone Park and the green obsidfan of Èhe Maya lowlands to

Pachuca 1n }fexico. Prehistorfc tradlng patÈerns can be t.raced and

lnferences about the nature of cultural lnteractl-on can be aclrfeved.

The ongoing proBrâm of obslcllan analysis ls provldfng data about all
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the obsfdlan sources discovered to date, from Guatemala to Alaska.

Once all the sources are characterlzed any obsldlan artlfact v¡ill be

traceabLe to lts natural source.

Obsidlan, of a1l the lithic materials avaflabl-e to prehistoric

man, preserves the best record of the type of technology used to

work it. By observfng the patterns and associatfons of certain

morphological features such as bul-bar scars, rlpple marks ancl grooved

shatter l1nes, it is possfble Èo infer the type of flaklng technlque,

either percussion or pressure, used. uslng experfmental technlques

to replicate obsidian artifacts and observing the record of fractures,

inferences about the nature of prehÍstorfc stone-\,¡orking techniques

can be made. Further progress in this area will be dependent upon

research into the physical aspects of obsfulÍan fracture, specffically

the processes v¡hich create such features as grooved shatter lfnes

and bulbar scars. Once Èhls research has been accompllshed it r,¡ill

be possible to directly fnfer Èhe type of technology used Ëo create

artifacÈs oll obsidfan and perhaps other isoÈropic materlaLs such as

flint and chalcedony.

The study of obsidlan l-s recent and fs consequentry only in

a developrnental stage but the promise of a number of versatÍle

research tooLs is encoura¡¡l.ne archaeoloçllsts to contlnue inprovf,ng

their researcl'¡. rn a professlon where versatility is paramount, a

materfal as valuable as obsfdian should soon become lndespensable.
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APPI]NDIX I

HYDRATION T-ABOMTORY EQUIPMENT ATD MAT]IRIALS

"Item: Polarizing Microscope (Vickers)

Specifications: interchangeable inclined monocular tube whích

is unobstructed for at least 3.6 inches down

from the top; circular centeríng and revolving

object stage 120 mm" in diameter; regulating

6 volt transformer; achromatic dry objectives - 3.5,

25, 45x; achromatic oil immersion objective -

90 - l00x; quartz wedge 1" - lv" order.

Function: To permit clear observaËíon of the hydration rim.

Item: Fillar Screr^r Micrometer Evepíece

Specifications: magnification of 10-12;.5x,

Function: device by which accurate measuremenÈs of the

width of hydration rims are obtaíned.

Item: The Cooke AEI Image Splítting Eyepiece

Specifícations: magnifícation of 10x.

Functíon: device by which accurate measurements of the

width of hydratíon rÍms are obËained.

Item: Stage Micrometer t/t00 nn

Specifications: none.

FuncËion: to permit índividual analysts to control for

instrumental and indívidual error during the

measuring process.



7IItem: Craftsman Dial Test Indicator No. 4076

Specifications:

Func tion:

Item: Hot Plate

Specif icat j-ons:

Function:

Item: Horízontal Lapidary Machine

Specífications: a smooth, hard-steel 1-ap 6

none.

device by which quick, accurate measurements of

the thickness of Ëhe specimen thin-section during

grinding are obtaíned.

the surface area should not be less than 114

square inches. Heat must. be distributed over

the entire surface and Ëhermostatically con-

trolled; a heatíng capability of up to 60 de-

grees centigrade is required"

to permit proper mounting of thin-section onto

micro-slide and, subsequently, to permit proper

cover glass mounting"

- 10 inches in día'

at a speed of approx-meter, capable of revolvíng

iurately 200 RPM"

Function: device by which preliminary grinding of thin-

secLion is quickly accomplished"

Item: tr^later-Cooled "Cut-off" Sar,J

Specifications: a very stable, precision-tooled machine which

produces very little lateral vibration in the

revolving sar¡ blade, powered by an electric %

H.P. motor with 1725 RPlf which produces a 3000

RPM cuÈting speed.
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Func tion: to permit salísfactory removal of the thin-

section from the artifact specímen"

ïtem: Continuous Rim Diamond Abrasive Blade

Specifications: 4 inches in diameter; 0.015 inches thick;

centre hole - 5/B ínches in diameter"

Functíon: To cut the wedge from the obsidian artifact.

Michels specifíes a number of other items, but these need only

brief mention here. He recommends: Lhree pieces of glass for grinding

and cooling platforms; a gem carbide scriber for marking micro-slides

and metal t\^reezers for handling the wedges"

Item: Expendable Supplies

Micro-slides (size 25 x 45 x 1.16 - 1"27 rnm.)

Mícro-slide boxes (for slides of above specifications)

Micro-slide cover glasses (size z 22 x 22 nm. square)

Bars of Lakeside No. 70 cement

Canada Balsam - Neutral filtered

Abrasive Grit size 400*

American Optical 303-% Corundum Powder

Single-edged Heavy Duty t'Razor" Blades
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APPENDIX TI

PREPARATION AND MOUNTING OF TIIIN-SECTIONS

As each wedge or thin-section is to be mounted on a s1íde, the

specimen number should be inscribed on each slide"

The specíments can nor4r be takento the saw and cut" A place on

the edge of the speeimen "where there is clear evidence of cultural

flaking or grinding" (t"tichels L9652 224> should be selected for the cut"

Specimens showing original cortex, patination or weathering should be

ignored.

Two parallel cuts at righË angles to the edge of Ehe artifact

about I mm. apart and about I cm, in depth, are made. Care should be

Ëaken noË Ëo chip the edges of the wedge. The wedge is snapped out of

the specimen using the edge pressure of a thin blade or scalpel.

One side of the wedge must be ground flat and smooth. The wedge

is ground on the revolving lap for about 30 seconds using the tip of

the index fínger to support it. The trheel is moistened with a slurry

made of fine abrasíve, grit size 400. The wedge is nov¡ finish-ground

on a glass plate covered with a 3æ-r4 corundum powder slurry" The

wedge is lightly ground again using the index finger' About 50 cycles

on the plate is suffícíenË. The ground side musË be pencil marked for

identification and the wedge rínsed.

NexË, the micro-slide is placed on Ëhe hot Ëop which is main-

Èained at about 52 degrees centigrade. A drop of Lakeside No. 70 cemenE

is placed in the centre of the slide and this melts in abouË one minuEe.
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The bubbles díssipate in three to four mínutes " The wedge is then picked

up with the tweezers and placed, ground side down, ín the centre of the

pool of cement. The slide is immediaLely removed and placed on a cool

piece of g1ass. Pressure is applied to the wedge for approxímately 30

seconds to ensure a good bond. The slide is then left to sit for eight

to L2 hours before the other side is ground"

The second side ís ground dovm to a thickness of approximately

2.5/L000 of an inch. The slide is placed, wedge side dor¡n, on the slurry

covered (grit size 400) lap wheel for about tr¿o minutes or until a thick-

ness of about 5/1000 of an inch is reached" The thickness should be

constanÈ1y checked with the Dial Test Indícator.

trrlhen a Ëhickness of 5/1000 of an inch has been achieved, the slide

ís rinsed and Lransferred to a glass plate covered with a slurry of 303-L<

corundum powder. using a figure-eight motion, the slide is ground down

to the desíred thickness of 2.5-3.0/1000 of an inch. The thickness musr

be checked const.antly.

Following grínding on the glass plate, the slide is rinsed and

a1lor,¡ed to dry. The slide is then placed (wedge side up) on the hot top

and a drop of Canada Balsam ís placed on the thin-section. The air bubbles

are allowed to dissipate and a cover glass is placed on top. The cover

glass ís lightly tapped Ëo remove aír bubbles. The slide is then pur

asíde to cool. It is now ready for measurement.



7sAPPENDIX III

DET]]RI.{INATION OF CALIBRATION TACTOR

"The first step in the procedure to determine onefs calibration

factor is to choose the ocular and objective to be calibrated. Place

the stage micrometer (1/100 mm.) in the microscope, oriented so that

the stage micrometer graduatíons are parallel with Ëhe s\,reep hair of

the eye-piece. Piek any stage micrometer graduation in the centre of

the field and align the sweep hair in the exact centre of this stage

micrometer graduation. Observe the reading on the rotating drum of the

eye-piece.

Next, track the sweep hair across Eo the centre of the next grad-

uation (to the ríght) and observe the second reading on the rcitating

drum of the eye-piece. Subtract the first from the second reading¡ rê-

eord and repeaË the above operations three or four times. Take the

average of the total differences (operations) 
"

Each minor division on Ëhe stage micrometer equals l0 microns

(1 rnn. equals 1000 microns, and the stage mícromeLer ís graduated ín

1/100 mm.). The eye-piece drum ís graduated in 100 units" The rela-

tion betr¿een these unÍts and micron-units is a function of the magnifi-

cation being used. IE is the Ëechnicianrs calibration factor which re-

lates these two. The calibration factor is the micron value per drum

unit (Jr/u) 
"

If the techniciants average of. stage micromeEer measurements is

less than one complete drum rotation, he should divide his measurement

value into 10. Tor example, íf the average measurement value is 8.0 u,



then divide this into 10 ¡r which yíelds 1

average of stage micrometer measurement.s

rotation, perform the same operation. If

is 10.0 u, then divide thís agaín inLo 10

ej-ther case, the result is the technician

76

,23 yllu" If the technicianrs

is more than one complete drum

the average measurement value

Jrr which yields ,92 ¡:/r:. In
rs calibration factor."
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APPENDIX IV

OBSIDIAN HYDRATION MICROSCOPE PROCEDURE

"The slide (thin-section) is inserËed under a moderately high

por^/er objective (ca. x45) and brought into focus.

The slide is s1ow1y moved to\"/ard Èhe centre of the stage until an

edge of the thín-section is observed. This edge may or may not be one

trhich contains a visible layer of hydratíon.

Assuming that the first edge encountered shor¡s a measurable hy-

dration rim, the edge is searched carefully by moving the slide so that

the thin-section edge remains near the centre of Ëhe optical fie1d. The

direction (up or dov¡n) to be followed along the edge is immateríal"

choice of a position (location) for measuremenË ís "partially

randon"; i.e., the fírst porËíon of hydrated edge encountered whích seems

suitable to the analyst in Ëerms of illumination and clarity for precise

measurement is chosen. Thus, the analyst selects from numerous alterna-

tives wiËhin any opüical fíeld, Èhe "best" locat.ion for measuremenÈ. o .

Certain other fine points deÈermine the choice of one possible location

over another: e.9., presence of jagged, irregular, or f.uzzy edge-

interface lines, or lines which appear acutely non-parallel"

After a position is chosen, an estimate of rím Èhickness is made

by inspection (or by comparison r¿íth the etched graduations on the micro-

meter eye-piece). If, for example, the hydration is something less than

2 microns, an oil immersion (x 100) will be substituted for the dry ob-

jecEive. Should the hydration be greater than about 20 microns, the
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analyst may revert Eo a x25 objective, which permÍts finer resolution

of rhe lines to be measured.

The analyst no\.,/ (superimposes) the sweep hairline (controlled by

the rotating knob of the micromeLer eye-piece) upon the outer edge of

hydration. rf the hydrated portion has been properly focused, thís por-

tíon will also constitute the top of the edge of the thin-section" The

edge itself should appear as a dark line of a thickness varying not more

than the width of the hairline itself. It should not be confused with

the Becke line (which appears prominently in some specimens but which re-

flects the base, not Ëhe top of the edge). After recording the setting

on the eye-piece knob, the knob is turned so that the hairline is tracked

across the band of hydration, coming Ëo rest directly on the interface

1ine.

Should this boundary separating hydrated and non-hydrated portj-ons

be especially thick or blurred, specÍal care is taken to set the hairline

in the exacË centre of the interface. This readíng is then recorded above

the first figures, and the difference found a duplicate measurement

at this same location is made, and the average of the two is deËermined"

Normally, the repeatabílity (i.e., the ability of a skilled analysr to

reproduce his reading) is one or t\^/o tenths of a micron...infrequently,

a reading "blunder" may occur in taking the duplicate measurement, such

that the analyst will fail to duplicate himself within Èhree or four

tenths of a micron" In this event, he will Ëake a third reading at the

same location. All such readings are averaged, unless one happens to

fall glaringly outside the range of its members, whereupon it is dis-

carded.
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The analyst recommences hís search along the edge of the tllín-

section for a second, and fo11owíng Èhis, a third'rpartially" random

location for measurement. Subsequent measurements should always, if hy-

dration ís adequate, be taken well outside the visual field of the earl-

ier measuremenËs. rdeally, the locations should be a good sampling of

Ëhe entíre perÍ-meter of the thin-section, although this may not always

be feasible"

Once the analyst has taken four measurements, an average value

is calculated by díviding the sum of all measurements by four. The re-

sulÈing value is then multiplied by the analysÈrs calibration facEor to

produce the "corrected" micron-value of the hydratíon rim.

Assuming that no hydration is found at the first edge, the ana-

lyst will search along the edge until a hydrated edge is located" Almost

ínvariably' hydration will be found on one of the tr47o to several edges

of the thin-secÈion. should none be found, the thin-section will be

discarded and another thin-section be cut from Lhe artifact. Should no

hydration be found on the second specimen, it may be a reasonable thought

thaË the obsidian artifact is of modern manufacture"

Petrographic features which may make the hydration obscure, in-

clude the presence of abundant crystallites, microlites, magnetite grai-ns,

or inclusions. Compounds such as iron oxÍdes, which color the sectíonu

also may affect the quality of the measurement. Some edges are des-

troyed or distorted by appreciable crystallization (devitrification) or

presence of such sEructures as collapsed vesicles. 0ther processese

such as burning or abrasion of the artifact specimen, may also desEroy
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part or all of the hydrated edge. Fina1ly, jagged edges may be caused

by spalling (on extremely ancient specimens) or by faulty preparation,

especially when the edges are overground.

The analyst should search the entire section before concluding

his measurement. This r¿i11 ensure whether alternate hydration, i.e.,

a discretely different magnitude of hydration, might be present. An

examination of al1 parts of the section will- pernit Ëhe analyst to judge

whether the encircling rim of hydration is uniforro. Observation thus

far suggests Lhat variability is caused either by wear or a slight abra-

sion of the artifact surfaces after interment, or by minuËe chípping of

the edge during the sectíoning operation...ott

The same procedure applies Ëo the image splitting eye-piece,

except that an "edge-to-edge" reading is Ëaken" To measure the width

of the hydration rim, establish an edge-to-edge seËÈing (images of hy-

dration rim just touching), then track across until the reverse of Èhe

original edge-to-edge setting is achieved. The total amount of micro-

meËer run read-off constiËuËes the "raw" r¿ídth value. This value 1s

divided by two, since two hydration rim r¡idths have been transversed,

and then muftiplied by the calibration factor to obËain a "corrected"

hydration rim width measurement" GÞ1q. z 237)
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A?PENDIX V

STONE FLAK.rl,tc _-_BASIC CoNCEPTS

At tribute

"An attribute is any logically irreducible character or property

of artifacts having trvo or more states (present/absent), acting as an

independent variable and assumed by the observer to be of significance

wíth reference to the frame of his study." (Clarke 1968: 42)

Blade

A blade is a specific type of flake generally described as being

long and thin wíth parallel edges. Blade removal requires a specifíc

Èype of core preparation and a hígh degree of technological refinemenË"

Due to their thinness, 1ow edge angle and long edge, blades make very

efficient cuttíng tools with no modification. (semenov r9s7)

Blade-Like Flake

These are flakes which are roughly blade-like in form but whích

lack the length and uniformíÈy of true blades. They are generally

shorter and broader and rarely possess para11el edges.

Bulb of Force

This curved bulge below the plaÈform on flakes is Èhe direct

result of the propogation of wave and fracture mechanics ín isotropic

materíals. It is larger and much more pronounced on percussion-

produced flakes 
"
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Bulbar Scar

D-shaped flake scars which originate from grooved shatter 1ines,

perhaps where these lines have encountered internal flar¡s in the course

of their development (Morgan 1967: 46). Morgan indicates that the kinds

of stresses which produce bulbar scars can only be created by the per-

cussion technigue. Bulbar scars are infrequently found on other areas

of flakes but most often on the bulb"

Fracture

Fracture is a phenomenan r¿herein molecular cohesion is lost and

the body collapses under sËress (Morgan L967). Fracture occurs when the

material is sufficiently stressed. FracËure is Ínfluenced by such var-

íab1es as: directíon, intensiËy and duration of force and the nature

of the maËerial. Conchoidal fracture is characteristíc of obsidian.

This is the tendency for the line of cleavage to curve producing a

shell-like fracture"

Groged Sh.atter Lines

These lines (grooves) appear in radiating patterns on the bulbs

and ínner facets of flakes. Grooved shatter lines also point to the

dírection of force applícation (Crabtree 1968 z 468). They take several

types of form, seemingly dependent on the general shape of the flake

andfor the type of force. They may represent escarpments between diff-

erent planes of the same fracture moving in one direction (Stanr¡orth

1950: 73). In any case, several authors feel that they may be the key

to understanding fracture mechanics as they apply to lithic manufacÈur-

íng Èechniques.
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Platform

The platform is the area adhering to the flake where force was

applied to the core to remove it. Platform preparation prior to force

application increases the \^rorkerts control over the fracture.

Percussion {laking

Thís is probably the oldest Eechnique of working stone. This

techníque involves the removal of flakes by a sharp blow rvith a hammer

of stone, wood or bone. The load (force) is applied by impact (duration

of loading lastíng on1-y microseconds) (Speth 1972:" 37) 
"

Pressure Flaking

This is a more sophisticated method employed ín doing fine reËouch

or for removing long, thin blades from cores... Rather than a sharp blow,

force is applied slowly (duration of loadíng up to a second or more)

(_I!.iÉ..):

Rip.ple Marks.

These undulatíons on Ëhe inner surface of flakes are the result

of wave propogation and plastic flow (Iforgan 1967). Their creation

and form is analogous to t,¡aves in water. Ripple marks are more numer-

ous and closely spaced r^rhen the force has been applied rapidly (Stanv¡orth

1950: 72). Ripple marks indicate the direction of force applicatíon.

They curve concavely in relaÈion to the proximal end of the flake.
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APPENDIX VI

BLAD]]S ÂND ßLADII-],IKE FLAKES

rn each of the following drawlngs, the flgure on the left rep-

resents the dorsal vl-ew and the one on the rfght, the ventral vlew or

lnner facet.

My thanks to Dr. Mayer-Oakes for provfdlng coples of the

drawfngs origlnally made of the flakes by Vfrgtnia Gerulis.
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